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Abstract

Active tuberculosis infection is a major health concern in the world. Each year, millions of people die of tuberculosis, especially in third-world countries. Though the World Health Organization has recently reported the rate of mortality by this disease is declining by 3% yearly, active tuberculosis infection is still endangering human health seriously. In addition, there are many people who have a latent tuberculosis infection, and these people do not seek treatment because they have no clinical symptoms. It is true that current specific laboratory examination approaches are capable of diagnosing active tuberculosis infection promptly and accurately. But sensitivity and specificity of current diagnostic approaches are at a low level. However, the development of new nanomaterials allows more scientists to combine diagnostic methods with nanotechnology. Recently, a novel Nanodisk mass spectrometry method has been reported. Mycobacterium tuberculosis-specific peptides are enriched using an antibody-conjugated nanodisk, allowing for rapid, quantitative detection of the serum-specific antigen for active tuberculosis infection. This method overcomes the shortcomings of poor sensitivity and long turnaround time associated with current diagnostic approaches. This review discusses the current status and progress of specific laboratory examination methods of active tuberculosis diagnosis and compares the newest diagnostic techniques.
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Background

Tuberculosis (TB) is a major world health concern. It spreads quickly, has high incidence, and is difficult to diagnose. Though major medical advances have been achieved in the last century, TB is still a significant cause of morbidity and mortality [1]. According to the statistics, there are still more than 8 million people suffer from the disease worldwide. In the last century, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared TB is a global emergency [2]. TB is a highly persistent infection caused by Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb). Mtb invades human tissues and causes tissue damage. Mtb can be present as an active tuberculosis infection as well as a latent TB infection (LTBI). Once infected with Mtb, people
have the highest risk of developing TB disease within the first two years. Despite the advance of medical therapies, *Mtb* causes over 1.5 million deaths in the world each year [3, 4]. In addition, approximately one third of the global population has a LTBI [4, 5]. Most people, with latent TB which is associated with *Mtb* infection, have no symptoms, but they are at high risk of developing active tuberculosis in their lifetime [5]. Patients with active TB infection are an important source of infection, because of the presence of *Mtb* in their sputum. *Mtb* can spread through the droplets. If healthy person come into contact with these droplets containing *Mtb*, they may be infected with *Mtb*. *Mtb* is likely to be suppressed, if one infected with *Mtb* has a strong immunity. Finally, *Mtb* may be present as a LTBI. The WHO strongly recommends systematic testing and anti-TB treatment to reduce the number of active TB cases. The WHO has proposed a strategic target of ending TB by the year 2030 [6]. If we use reliable diagnostic testing methods to identify active tuberculosis infection in time, the target will be achieved on schedule. It is a fact that current specific laboratory examination methods can diagnose active tuberculosis infection timely and accurately. But the sensitivity and specificity are poor. Due to the factors, clinicians may need to repeat the test several times. So the weak points of current diagnostic methods need to be improved.

A new generation of methods for diagnosing active TB infection is needed. The fields of nanomaterials and nanotechnology have developed quickly during the past 20 years, with good magnetic orientation and biocompatibility, such as gold nanoparticles, silica nanoparticles, and iron oxide nanoparticles [44, 45]. Due to the unique physical and chemical properties of nanomaterials, this area of research has been popular. Recently, more and more scientists are committed to diagnosing and treating diseases with nanomaterials and nanotechnology. For example, nano-drug delivery systems are being developed to diagnose and treat cancer with good results. Recently, a novel method that uses nanoparticles has been developed to diagnose active TB infection [36]. Experimental data have shown that the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of active TB infection diagnosis with nanoparticles are satisfactory. Maybe this method overcomes some of the existing dilemmas. Additionally, imaging techniques combined with nanoparticles, such as gold nanoparticle-based magnetic resonance imaging, can improve the accuracy of active TB infection diagnosis. The use of nanomaterials may dramatically improve the sensitivity and specificity of active TB diagnosis in the future.

**Currently Used Laboratory Examination Approaches**

Effective treatment of TB relies on accurate diagnosis. Timely and accurate identification of individuals and communities with active TB infections is very important for controlling and managing TB. The gold standard of diagnosing active TB is the identification of the organism from a cultured clinical sample. The tuberculosis skin test (TST) and two different gamma interferon assays are classic diagnostic tests. Though both are widely used in the world, there are some limitations that cannot be ignored. These tests can only provide indirect information about active TB infection [7-13]. The aim of this review is to introduce the current status and recent progress of specific laboratory examination of active TB diagnosis. The TST, Gamma interferon assays and Nanodisk mass spectrometry (Nanodisk-MS) method are shown in Fig. 1.

**Tuberculosis skin test**

The TST has been used worldwide for over 100 years [14]. It is the first assay that be selected to screen individual who may have active tuberculosis infection. TST is based on the response of the human immune system to special-TB proteins [16, 17]. TST uses purified protein derivative and observes the size of local induration at the inoculation site after two to three days of TB protein exposure [7, 15]. Then, according to the size of induration to determine whether individual is infected with *Mtb*. So TST is very convenient and suitable for large-scale population early screening. In addition, it has other advantages, such as cost-effectiveness and simplicity; however, it also has several known limitations. With the developments of modern medicine, we have more ways to prevent *Mtb* infection. However, current diagnostic techniques often deliver false-positive or false-negative results [15]. A false positive result can occur with the TST because of cross-reaction with nontuberculosis mycobacteria. In addition, most children had the Bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG) vaccination when they were born, which may cause a false positive result in the TST [7-9]. The BCG vaccination can stimulate production of anti-TB antibodies (anti-TB Ab). Therefore, the anti-TB Ab will react with TB-antigen of the TST, even
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if the patient does not have an active Mtb infection. Thus, it may cause a false-positive result. Additionally, individuals undergoing immunosuppressive treatments will have false-negative results when they undergo TST [10]. Since the body’s immune system has been suppressed with immunosuppressive treatments, the body cannot produce anti-TB Ab to bind with TB-antigen. Further, inappropriate storage of tuberculosis antigen can cause false TST negative results. Over time, the shortcomings of the TST are becoming more obvious, and these factors limit its use.

**Interferon-γ release assay**

There are two other assays that detect the specific immune response to Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) in vitro. They are also used widely in the world yet [18-20]. One is the Quanti FERON-TB Gold In-tube assay, and the other is the T.SPOT-TB assay. The bioplausible principle of both assays is that the production of INF-γ will increase after peripheral blood cells are exposed to the specific M. tuberculosis antigen [21, 22]. In the Quanti FERON-TB Gold In-Tube assay, T cells are exposed to early secreted antigenic target 6 (ESAT-6) and culture filtrate protein 10 (CFP-10), which are specific to Mtb. After exposure, T cells are incubated overnight. The test does not require isolation of a single T cells from whole blood. During the incubation, the production of INF-γ is monitored to measure the T-cell response to the Mtb-specific antigen. Finally, scientists confirm active infection with the number of INF-γ produced by T cells. In the T.SPOT-TB assay, the serum sample is exposed to ESAT-6 and CFP-10. In this case, the peripheral blood mononuclear cells must be isolated from the whole blood before testing, because the number of INF-γ-producing cells on coated plates are monitored [23]. This is different from the Quanti FERON-TB Gold In-Tube assay. Currently, the accepted cut-off point is five-cell population. However, more studies should be conducted to evaluate if the cut-off is appropriate for clinical samples.

Both assays have been in use for over 10 years [24]. Compared with the TST, the interferon-γ release assay has several advantages, which have been previously reported [18, 25-27]. Most importantly, the interferon-γ release assay does not cross-react with BCG, which may occur with TST. Therefore, the interferon-γ release assay can be used in individuals who have received the BCG vaccine. In addition, the use of specific proteins improves the specificity and sensitivity of detection. Moreover, the use of the Interferon-γ release assay is more cost-effective than TST as a screening test for high-risk populations [28-31].

Not surprisingly, some disadvantages of the assays do exist, such as an increase in the complexity of TB diagnosis. Historically, this has limited the use of the Interferon-γ release assay. If we use the Interferon-γ release assay to detect *Mtb* infection, peripheral blood samples must first be obtained, and the remaining detection steps must be peformed in the laboratory. However, it may be difficult to obtain blood samples from children, the elderly and unhealthy adults. Currently, it is difficult for clinical staff to judge whether a patient is infected with *Mtb* when...

*Fig. 1* The classic and newest specific laboratory examination methods of active TB infection: TST, Interferon-y release assay and Nanodisk-MS method.
using Interferon-γ release assay. The sensitivity and specificity of these assays should be further evaluated with more clinical samples. The T.SPTOT-TB assay requires the isolation of PBMCs before testing. Specifically, blood cell separation technology directly affects the test results. Interferon-γ release assays are based on T cell-mediated immunity. However, neither assay can accurately distinguish active tuberculosis infection from latent tuberculosis infection [26, 28, 32, 33]. The largest limitation of Interferon-γ release assays is that the average cost of both assays is $20 higher than TST [15].

Other laboratory examination methods

There are several methods that should also be evaluated as tools to diagnosis active tuberculosis infection. Though culture of Mtb improves sensitivity, it has a long turnaround time [28]. Sputum smear microscopy has poor sensitivity [28], so sputum smear often need to be check repeatedly many times. This may delay the diagnosis of active TB and it is not useful to diagnose extrapulmonary tuberculosis (EPTB). Additionally, it can be difficult to obtain sputum samples in children. However, once Mycobacterium tuberculosis is found in sputum smear, TB infection can be confirmed. The adenosine deaminase assay (ADA) is mainly used in the diagnosis of tuberculosis pleurisy. It is a relatively sensitive and specific test for tuberculosis pleurisy. The ratio of ADA in the effusion to ADA in serum is more meaningful than the ADA value itself [34, 35]. Some molecular level detection methods, such as line-probe assays, PCR-based method, also are used to diagnose active TB. In addition, Gene Xpert MTB/RIF system is used to not only diagnose active TB, but also provide information on drug resistance. In summary, currently used methods have limitations that are difficult to overcome. Therefore, there is an urgent need for a rapid and accurate diagnostic method for detecting active TB infection.

Of course, non-specific laboratory examination indexes including Blood Cell Sedimentation Rate, C-reactive protein also are used to diagnose active tuberculosis infection. But a large number of factors can make the non-specific laboratory indexes change, so they only can act as auxiliary diagnosis characters. In addition, a few of active TB infection patients have no obvious symptoms, so it is difficult for doctors to distinguish between active tuberculosis infection and inflammation and tumor. If the doctor just relies on laboratory examination methods, they may not make an accurate and timely diagnosis. Hence, clinicians will take a piece of patient’s tissue specimens for pathological examination. So the pathological examination also plays an important role on active TB diagnosis.

New Approach for Diagnosing Active TB: Nanodisk-MS Method

The traditional diagnostic approaches mentioned above have many limitations. However, with the rapid development of nanomaterials, new opportunities for increasing the diagnostic accuracy for active TB infection are possible. Due to the unique physical and chemical properties of nanomaterials, this area of research has attracted many scientists in recent years. Recently, a rapid, blood-based, quantitative method, with high sensitivity and high specificity, has been reported to improve the accuracy of detecting active TB infection. The biggest innovation of the method is to combine an antibody-conjugated Nanodisk with high throughput MALDI time-of-flight mass spectrometry to improve sensitivity and specific detection of active TB infections [36]. The fundamental chemistry of the method is shown in Fig. 2. The experimental data shows that the assay has satisfactory sensitivity and specificity. This novel method can be used to diagnose patients with pulmonary tuberculosis (PTB) or extrapulmonary tuberculosis (EPTB), even for immunosuppressed individuals [36]. If it is true that the new method is superior to current approaches, the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of active TB diagnosis may be dramatically improved in the future.

The new method consists of three parts. The first part is the use of two Mtb-specific protein peptides: 10-KDa culture filtrate protein (CFP-10) and 6-KDa early secretory antigenic target (ESAT-6) [36]. Free serum concentrations of both target peptides in healthy humans are low. However, both peptides can be produced by active mycobacterial strains. Once infected, these proteins are secreted into circulating blood in the early stages of infection. Over time, both peptide free serum concentrations will increase. Therefore, CFP-10 and EAST-6 free serum concentrations can be used to diagnose active TB infection. Thus, the rapid quantitative detection of Mtb-specific proteins is very important. Both peptides are highly specific to Mtb [42], and the concentration of both peptides in serum is related to active TB infection.
Therefore, the determination of the free serum concentrations of these proteins can be used in the early diagnosis of *Mtb*. Additionally, they can be used to diagnose all *Mtb* infections, including PTB and EPTB [46]. However, some non-tuberculosis mycobacterium (NTM) can produce homologs of EAST-6 and CFP-10, which may interfere with the diagnosis of TB in clinical settings [47]. EAST-6 has little homology, but CFP-10 has some homology with proteins secreted by some NTM strains [37]. Fortunately, these strains are a relatively rare form of TB; therefore, the potential for interference is minimal. Thus, the free concentrations of both protein peptides in serum can be used as an early signal of active TB infection [42]. To resolve the problem, trypptic peptides are selected to disrupt protein complexes in serum, releasing bound peptides. Some studies have shown that trypptic peptides can distinguish EAST-6 and CFP-10 from other homologs produced by other non-tuberculosis mycobacterium (NTM) [38, 39]. In addition, the use of microwave-irradiation can facilitate the digestion of bound peptides in serum within 20 min [40]. Finally, MALDI-TOF MS analysis of bound peptides can enhance detection accuracy.

The second part of the method is the use of nanodisks. As stated previously, the concentrations of free peptides are very low, especially in the early stages of infection. Thus, an antibody-conjugated nanodisk is used to enrich both target peptides to increase the concentrations of free peptides. The free serum concentrations of target peptides are dramatically improved by increasing peptide desorption/ionization with nanoparticles. This may be due to UV absorbance properties and the thermal confinement effect of nanoparticles. After enrichment, the free peptides are detected by high-throughput MALDI time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS), and the MS signal of CFP-10 and EAST-6 peptides is enhanced by nanodisk enrichment [36].

The enrichment process occurs in two steps. The first step is to place the antibody-conjugated nanodisk into a serum sample. After enrichment, several of antigen-antibody complexes will form. The second step is the enhancement of the MS signal with the nanodisk. Thus, after microwave digestion and nanodisk enrichment, the Nanodisk-MS method can detect target peptides at lower concentrations. The research shows that Nanodisk-MS method has high sensitivity both in PTB (87.5%) and EPTB (85.7%) [36]. However, this method also requires the collection of blood samples prior to testing, but sometimes it is difficult for clinicians to collect the patient’s blood samples, especially if the patient is a child, an elderly person, an obese person, etc.

The nanomaterial selected for the nanodisk platform was silica nanoparticles, because silica nanoparticles can increase the MS signal stability and be readily
Today, MALDI-TOF MS is a routine detection technology in many hospitals and labs. The third part of the Nanodisk-MS method is the use of a ubiquitous clinical instrument. The use of MALDI-TOF MS may promote a rapid clinical transformation for the Nanodisk-MS assay [41].

Additionally, this method may be used to monitor patient responses to anti-TB drug therapies, allowing for appropriate and timely adjustment of the treatment plan. On further exploration of the Nanodisk-MS method, scientists may discover new approaches to diagnose other diseases, such as lung cancer.

Though the Nanodisk-MS method shows great potential, it is still in the experimental validation phase and has not been implemented in clinical settings. Even the sensitivity and specificity of the new method are better than current approaches, it is too early to predict its performance in comparison with current methods. So we do not need to overestimates the usefulness of the new method. The reliability of the Nanodisk-MS method needs further study [42].

### Other Nanoparticle-Based Detection Methods for Mtb Infection Diagnosis

In recent years, a few of new methods based on nanoparticles have been developed to diagnose Mtb infection by detecting specific DNA of Mtb. In addition, some nanoparticle-based detection methods for immunoassay of Mtb also have been developed by many research groups. Until now, there are about 35 nanoparticle-based detection methods which almost cover all clinical aspects of tuberculosis [48]. Some experimental data have shown that the sensitivity and specificity of these methods are satisfactory. These methods have the potential to overcome the shortcoming of current approaches.

Though these methods have some advantage and high potential, no one has been transformed into clinical use successfully [48]. None of the developed approaches has target tuberculosis in children. Many of methods for detecting specific DNA of Mtb require the amplification of target DNA before detection. So it needs more time and cost. Additionally, the synthesis and functionalization steps of nanoparticle are complex, so it is not suitable for large-scale production at this stage (Table 1).

### Conclusions

In summary, the current diagnostic approaches for active TB infection provide information regarding the host immune response to Mtb-specific antigen. However, the information is indirect and often inaccurate. Moreover, the sensitivity and specificity of current diagnostic approaches are poor. In an effort to improve TB diagnosis, a Nanodisk-MS method has been developed, and it allows for rapid, quantitative detection of serum specific antigen for active TB infection. This method may improve the status of low sensitivity of current diagnostic approaches. The advantage of this method is its compatibility with high-throughput MALDI-MS technology, which is used routinely in many labs and hospitals. The factor may be able to promote the clinical transformation of new method. In addition, there are around 35 detection approaches based on nanoparticle for Mtb infection diagnosis. We should make an effort to promote the clinical transformation of these methods in the future. The steps of nanoparticle synthesis and functionalization should streamlined for large-scale
production.

Active TB is a major global health burden, due to the lack of an effective vaccine and the emergence of the drug-resistant strains, especially in third-world countries. It cause over millions of deaths worldwide each year. If the nanoparticle-based detection methods can be transformed into clinical use, it may help to change this situation.
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